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A. Amazon S3
B. Memcachedã‚¨ãƒ³ã‚¸ãƒ³ã‚’ä½¿ç”¨ã•—ã•ŸAmazon ElastiCache
C. Amazon RDS MySQL
D. Redisã‚¨ãƒ³ã‚¸ãƒ³ã‚’ä½¿ç”¨ã•—ã•ŸAmazon ElastiCache

Answer: D
Explanation:
Explanation
Reference https://aws.amazon.com/caching/session-management/

NEW QUESTION: 2
You are working with a customer to migrate them to an Avaya
Midsize solution with IP Office. They have nine existing analog
trunks that each cost $40 per month. You want to determine If
It would be cost effective to go to digital trunking using a
T1/E1 at a cost of $400 per month.
Although the analog monthly line charges are less, what else
would need to be taken Into consideration to look at the total
cost difference?
A. Digital trunking requires an SBCE for security.
B. Digital trunking needs VCM channels and analog trunks do
notC. The cost for nine analog trunk ports versus a single digital
trunk port.
D. Analog devices, such as a classic fax machine, attached to
the IP Office require analog trunks.
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3
CORRECT TEXT
The following image properties are displayed on your system:
Which two options describe the boot environment policy property
that is currently set for this
image?
All package operations are performed in a new BE set as active
on the next boot.
Do not create a new BE. The install, update, uninstall, or
revert operation is not performed if a new
BE is required.
If a BE is created, do not set it as the active BE on the next
boot
A reboot is required for all package operations
A reboot is not required after a package operation.
For package operations that require a reboot, this policy
creates a new BE set as active on the
next boot.
Answer:
Explanation:
D,
F
image properties described below.
* be-policy
Specifies when a boot environment is created during packaging

operations. The following values
are allowed:
/ default
Apply the default BE creation policy: create-backup.
/ always-new (D, F)
Require a reboot for all package operations (D) by performing
them in a new BE set as active on
the next boot (F). A backup BE is not created unless explicitly
requested.
This policy is the safest, but is more strict than most sites
need since no packages can be added
without a reboot.

NEW QUESTION: 4
Universal Containers has Quote Terms specific to Product X and
separate Quote Terms specific to Product Y.
The Admin has created an output document with separate Template
Sections for each set of Quote Terms. Each Template Section
references a separate Template Content record. Which tasks
should the admin complete to ensure Quote Terms for Product X
and Y appear separately in the output document?
A. Delete the second Template Section and set the Group field
on the remaining Template Section to SBQQ__ProudctCode__c.
B. Set the Template Content field for all Product X Quote Terms
to the Product X Template Content record; repeat for Product Y.
C. Set the Product X Template Section filter fields to Product
Code = Product X; repeat for Product Y.
D. Create a Term Condition for all Product X Quote Terms where
Section = Template Section X; repeat for Product Y.
Answer: C
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